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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

A growing community of researchers has been investigating the
equity of algorithms, advancing the understanding of risks and
opportunities of automated decision-making for historically disadvantaged populations. Progress in fair Machine Learning (ML)
hinges on data, which can be appropriately used only if adequately
documented. Unfortunately, the research community, as a whole,
suffers from a collective data documentation debt caused by a lack
of information on specific resources (opacity) and scatteredness
of available information (sparsity). In this work, we survey over
two hundred datasets employed in algorithmic fairness research,
producing standardized and searchable documentation for each
of them. Moreover we rigorously identify the three most popular
fairness datasets, namely Adult, COMPAS, and German Credit, for
which we compile in-depth documentation. This unifying documentation effort targets documentation sparsity and supports multiple
contributions. In the first part of this work, we summarize the merits and limitations of Adult, COMPAS, and German Credit, adding
to and unifying recent scholarship, calling into question their suitability as general-purpose fairness benchmarks. To overcome this
limitation, we document hundreds of available alternatives, annotating their domain and the algorithmic fairness tasks they support,
along with additional properties of interest for fairness practitioners and researchers, including their format, cardinality, and the
sensitive attributes they encode. In the second part, we summarize
this information, zooming in on the domains and tasks supported
by these resources. Overall, we assemble and summarize sparse
information on hundreds of datasets into a single resource, which
we make available to the community, with the aim of tackling the
data documentation debt.

Algorithmic fairness, Data studies, Documentation debt.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Data documentation is important and caters to different goals. It increases transparency, favouring an improved understanding of the
data and resulting models [39], it reduces chances of data misuse
[31] and supports accountability in dataset and model creation [39],
it helps connect the data with its context to guide scientific inquiry
[65], and it makes the values influencing dataset curation explicit
[71]. In the field of software development, technical debt is a cost
incurred when speed of execution is prioritized over quality [39]. In
recent work, Bender et al. [9] propose the notion of documentation
debt, in relation to training sets that are undocumented and too large
to document retrospectively. This debt compounds over time, with
serious consequences on dataset understanding and use. We extend
this definition to the collection of datasets employed in a given field
of research. We see two components at work contributing to the
documentation debt of a research community. On one hand, opacity
is the result of poor documentation affecting single datasets, contributing to misunderstandings and misuse of specific resources. On
the other hand, when relevant information exists but does not reach
interested parties, there is a problem of documentation sparsity.
One example that is particularly relevant for the algorithmic fairness community is represented by the German Credit dataset [75],
a popular resource in this field. Many works of algorithmic fairness,
including recent ones, carry out experiments on this dataset using
sex as a protected attribute [5, 35, 57, 59, 67, 73, 78, 79], while existing yet overlooked documentation shows that this feature cannot
be reliably retrieved [34].1
To tackle the documentation debt of the algorithmic fairness
community, we survey the datasets used in over 500 articles on fair
ML and equitable algorithms, presented at seven major conferences,
considering each edition in the period 2014–2021, and more than
1 Hereafter,

for brevity, we only report dataset names. The relevant references and
additional information can be found in Appendix A.
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twenty domain-specific workshops in the same period. We find
over 200 datasets employed in studies of algorithmic fairness, for
which we produce compact and standardized documentation, called
data briefs. Data briefs are intended as a lightweight format to document fundamental properties of data artifacts used in algorithmic
fairness, including their purpose, their features, with particular attention to sensitive ones, the underlying labeling procedure, and the
envisioned ML task, if any. To favor domain-based and task-based
search from dataset users, data briefs also indicate the domain of
the processes that produced the data (e.g., radiology) and list the
fairness tasks studied on a given dataset (e.g. fair ranking). For this
endeavour, we have contacted creators and knowledgeable practitioners identified as primary points of contact for the datasets.
We received feedback (incorporated into the final version of the
data briefs) from 79 curators and practitioners, whose contribution
is acknowledged at the end of this article. Moreover, we identify
and carefully analyze the three datasets most often utilized in the
surveyed articles (Adult, COMPAS, and German Credit), retrospectively producing a datasheet [31] and a nutrition label [36] for each
of them. From these documentation efforts, we extract a summary
of the merits and limitations of popular algorithmic fairness benchmarks, and a categorization of alternative resources with respect
to domains and tasks in works of algorithmic fairness. Overall, we
make the following contributions.
• Unified analysis of popular fairness benchmarks. We
produce datasheets and nutrition labels for Adult, COMPAS,
and German Credit, from which we extract a summary of
their merits and limitations. We add to and unify recent
scholarship on these datasets, calling into question their
suitability as general-purpose fairness benchmarks due to
contrived prediction tasks, noisy data, severe coding mistakes, limitations in encoding sensitive attributes, and age.
Table 1 summarizes this contribution.
• Survey of existing alternatives. We compile standardized
and compact documentation for over two hundred resources
used in fair ML research, annotating their domain and the
tasks they support in works of algorithmic fairness. By assembling sparse information on hundreds of datasets into
a single document, we aim to support multiple goals by researchers and practitioners, including domain-oriented and
task-oriented search by dataset users. Contextually, we provide a novel taxonomy of tasks and domains investigated in
algorithmic fairness research (summarized in Tables 2 and
3).
Roadmap. Readers looking for alternative fairness datasets should
prioritize Section 5, Appendix A, and take account of the web app
under development (see Footnote 5). Overall, this work is organized
as follows. Section 2 introduces related works. Section 3 presents the
methodology and inclusion criteria of this survey. Section 4 analyzes
the perks and limitations of the most popular datasets. Section 5
discusses alternative fairness resources from the perspective of the
underlying domains and supported tasks. Finally, Section 6 contains
concluding remarks and details the broader importance of this
work for the research community. Interested readers may find the
data briefs in Appendix A, followed by the detailed documentation
produced for Adult, COMPAS, and German Credit.
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2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Data studies
In recent years, several works analyzing multiple datasets along
specific lines have been published. Crawford and Paglen [19] focus
on resources commonly used as training sets in computer vision,
with attention to associated labels and underlying taxonomies. Fabbrizzi et al. [26] also consider computer vision datasets, describing
types of bias affecting them, along with methods for discovering
and measuring bias, while Scheuerman et al. [71] analyze the values
encoded in their documentation. Koch et al. [49] study the data
employed in machine learning research and show a concentration
of work on a small number of benchmark datasets curated at few
well-resourced institutions. Peng et al. [66] analyze ethical concerns
in three popular face and person recognition datasets, stemming
from derivative datasets and models, lack of clarity of licenses, and
dataset management practices. Geiger et al. [32] evaluate transparency in the documentation of labeling practices employed in
over 100 datasets about Twitter.
The work most closely related (and concurrently carried out) to
ours is Le Quy et al. [52]. The authors perform a detailed analysis
of 15 tabular datasets used in works of algorithmic fairness, listing
important metadata (e.g. domain, protected attributes, collection
period and location), and carrying out an exploratory analysis of the
probabilistic relationship between features. Our work complements
it by placing more emphasis on (1) a rigorous methodology for the
inclusion of resources, (2) a wider selection of (over 200) datasets
spanning different data types, including text, image, timeseries, and
tabular data, (3) a fine-grained evaluation of domains and tasks
associated with each dataset.

2.2

Documentation frameworks

Several data documentation frameworks have been proposed in
the literature; three popular ones are described below. Datasheets
for Datasets [31] are a general-purpose qualitative framework with
over fifty questions covering key aspects of datasets, such as motivation, composition, collection, preprocessing, uses, distribution,
and maintenance. Another qualitative framework is represented by
Data statements [8], which is tailored for NLP, requiring domainspecific information on language variety and speaker demographics.
Dataset Nutrition Labels [36] describe a complementary, quantitative framework, focused on numerical aspects such as the marginal
and joint distribution of variables. More broadly, recent initiatives
focused on ML and AI documentation strongly emphasize data
documentation [2, 64].
Popular datasets require close scrutiny; for this reason we adopt
these frameworks, producing three datasheets and nutrition labels
for Adult, German Credit, and COMPAS. This approach, however,
does not scale to a wider documentation effort with limited resources. For this reason, we propose and produce data briefs, a
lightweight documentation format designed for algorithmic fairness datasets. Data briefs, described in Appendix A, include fields
specific to fair ML, such sensitive attributes and tasks for which
the dataset has been used in the algorithmic fairness literature.
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METHODOLOGY

In this work, we consider (1) every article published in the proceedings of domain-specific conferences such as the ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency (FAccT), and
the AAAI/ACM Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Ethics and
Society (AIES); (2) every article published in proceedings of wellknown machine learning and data mining conferences, including
the IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), the Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS), the International Conference on Machine Learning
(ICML), the International Conference on Learning Representations
(ICLR), the ACM SIGKDD International Conference on Knowledge
Discovery and Data Mining (KDD); (3) every article available from
Past Network Events and Older Workshops and Events of the FAccT
network.2 We consider the period from 2014, the year of the first
workshop on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency in Machine Learning, to June 2021, thus including works presented at
FAccT, ICLR, AIES, and CVPR in 2021.3
To target works of algorithmic fairness, we select a subsample of these articles whose titles contain either of the following
strings, where the star symbol represents the wildcard character:
*fair* (targeting e.g. fairness, unfair), *bias* (biased, debiasing),
discriminat* (discrimination, discriminatory), *equal* (equality,
unequal), *equit* (equity, equitable), disparate (disparate impact),
*parit* (parity, disparities). These selection criteria are centered
around equity-based notions of fairness, typically operationalized
by measuring disparity in some algorithmic property across individuals or groups of individuals. Through manual inspection by two
authors, we discard articles where these keywords are used with a
different meaning. Discarded works, for instance, include articles
on handling pose distribution bias [87], compensating selection
bias to improve accuracy without attention to sensitive attributes
[45], enhancing desirable discriminating properties of models [14],
or generally focused on model performance [55, 88]. This leaves us
with 558 articles.
From the articles that pass this initial screening, we select
datasets treated as important data artifacts, either being used to
train/test an algorithm or undergoing a data audit, i.e., an in-depth
analysis of different properties. We produce a data brief for these
datasets by (1) reading the information provided in the surveyed
articles, (2) consulting the provided references, and (3) reviewing
scholarly articles or official websites found by querying popular
search engines with the dataset name. From this effort, we rigorously identify the three most popular resources, whose perks and
limitations are summarized in the next section.

4

MOST POPULAR DATASETS

Figure 1 depicts the number of articles using each dataset, showing that dataset utilization in surveyed scholarly works follows a
long tail distribution, reflecting findings of data use in computer
vision [49]. Over 100 datasets are only used once, also because

2 https://facctconference.org/network/
3 We

are working on an update covering more recent work, including articles presented at the ACM conference on Equity and Access in Algorithms, Mechanisms, and
Optimization.
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some of these resources are not publicly available. Complementing this long tail is a short head of nine resources used in ten or
more articles. These datasets are Adult (118 usages), COMPAS (81),
German Credit (35), Communities and Crime (26), Bank Marketing
(19), Law School (17), CelebA (16), MovieLens (14), and Credit Card
Default (11). The tenth most used resource is the toy dataset from
Zafar et al. [82], used in 7 articles. In this section, we summarize
positive and negative aspects of the three most popular datasets,
namely Adult, COMPAS, and German Credit, informed by extensive
documentation in Appendices B, C, and D.

4.1

Adult

The Adult dataset was created as a resource to benchmark the performance of machine learning algorithms on socially relevant data.
Adult inherits some positive sides from the best practices employed
by the US Census Bureau, including sample representativeness and
fair compensation of labor. A negative aspect of this dataset is
the contrived prediction task associated with it. Income prediction
from socio-economic factors is a task whose social utility appears
rather limited. Even discounting this aspect, the arbitrary $50,000
threshold for the binary prediction task is high, and model properties such as accuracy and fairness are very sensitive to it [24].
Furthermore, there are several sources of noise affecting the data.
Roughly 7% of the data points have missing values, plausibly due
to issues with data recording and coding, or respondents’ inability
to recall information. Moreover, the tendency in household surveys
for respondents to under-report their income is a common concern
of the Census Bureau [61]. Another source of noise is top-coding
of the variable “capital-gain” (saturation to $99,999) to avoid the
re-identification of certain individuals [77]. Finally, the dataset is
rather old; sensitive attribute “race” contains the outdated “Asian Pacific Islander” class. It is worth noting that a set of similar resources
was recently made available, allowing more current socio-economic
studies of the US population [24].

4.2

COMPAS

This dataset was created for an external audit of racial biases in the
Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS) risk assessment tool developed by Northpointe
(now Equivant), which estimates the likelihood of a defendant
becoming a recidivist. On the upside, this dataset is recent and captures some relevant aspects of the COMPAS risk assessment tool
and the criminal justice system in Broward County. On the downside, it was compiled from disparate sources, hence clerical errors
and mismatches are present [51]. Moreover, in its official release
[68], the COMPAS dataset features redundant variables and data
leakage due to spuriously time-dependent recidivism rates [7]. For
these reasons, researchers must perform further preprocessing in
addition to the standard one by ProPublica. More subjective choices
are required of researchers interested in counterfactual evaluation
of risk-assessment tools, due to the absence of a clear indication of
whether defendants were detained or released pre-trial [60]. The
lack of a standard preprocessing protocol beyond the one by ProPublica [68], which is insufficient to handle these factors, may cause
issues of reproducibility and difficulty in comparing methods. Moreover, according to Northpointe’s response to the ProPublica’s study,
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Figure 1: Utilization of datasets in fairness research follows a long tail distribution.
several risk factors considered by the COMPAS algorithm are absent from the dataset [23]. As an additional concern, race categories
lack Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, while Hispanic is
redefined as race instead of ethnicity [6]. Finally, defendants’ personal information (e.g. race and criminal history) is available in
conjunction with obvious identifiers, making re-identification of
defendants trivial.
Overall, these considerations paint a mixed picture for a dataset
of high social relevance that was extremely useful to catalyze attention on algorithmic fairness issues, displaying at the same time
several limitations in terms of its continued use as a flexible benchmark for fairness studies of all sorts. In this regard, Bao et al. [6]
suggest avoiding the use of COMPAS to demonstrate novel approaches in algorithmic fairness, as considering the data without
proper context may lead to misleading conclusions, which could
misguidedly enter the broader debate on criminal justice and risk
assessment.

4.3

German Credit

The German Credit dataset was created to study the problem of
computer-assisted credit decisions at a regional Bank in southern
Germany. Instances represent loan applicants from 1973 to 1975,
who were deemed creditworthy and were granted a loan, bringing
about a natural selection bias. Within this sample, bad credits are
oversampled to favour a balance in target classes [34]. The data
summarizes applicants’ financial situation, credit history, and personal situation, including housing and number of liable people. A
binary variable encoding whether each loan recipient punctually
payed every installment is the target of a classification task. Among
the covariates, marital status and sex are jointly encoded in a single variable. Many documentation mistakes are present in the UCI
entry associated with this resource [75]. A revised version with correct variable encodings, called South German Credit, was donated

to UCI Machine Learning Repository [76] with an accompanying
report [34].
The greatest upside of this dataset is the fact that it captures a
real-world application of credit scoring at a bank. On the downside,
the data is half a century old, significantly limiting the societally
useful insights that can be gleaned from it. Most importantly, the
popular release of this dataset [75] comes with highly inaccurate
documentation which contains wrong variable codings. For example, the variable reporting whether loan recipients are foreign
workers has its coding reversed, so that, apparently, fewer than
5% of the loan recipients in the dataset would be German. Luckily,
this error has no impact on numerical results obtained from this
dataset, as it is irrelevant at the level of abstraction afforded by raw
features, with the exception of potentially counterintuitive explanations in works of interpretability and exploratory analysis [52].
This coding error, along with others discussed in Grömping [34]
was corrected in a novel release of the dataset [76]. Unfortunately
and most importantly for the fair ML community, retrieving the
sex of loan applicants is simply not possible, unlike the original
documentation suggested. This is due to the fact that one value of
this feature was used to indicate both women who are divorced,
separated, or married, and men who are single, while the original
documentation reported each feature value to correspond to samesex applicants (either male-only or female-only). This particular
coding error ended up having a non-negligible impact on the fair
ML community, where many works studying group fairness extract sex from the joint variable and use it as a sensitive attribute,
even years after the redacted documentation was published [52, 78].
These coding mistakes are part of a documentation debt whose
influence continues to affect the algorithmic fairness community.

4.4

Summary

On close scrutiny, the fundamental merit of these datasets lies in
originating from human processes, encoding protected attributes,
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Table 1: Limitations of popular algorithmic fairness datasets.
Adult
Age
Prediction task
Sensitive attributes
Sources of noise

Recent (2013–2016)
Realistic (recidivism)
Outdated racial categories
Data leakage; label bias; clerical
errors
Convenience sample (Broward
County)
Handling missing values (80%);
removing redundant features;
ground truth on detainment
Accuracy and fairness are sensi- Potential for misguided discustive to arbitrary 50K$ threshold sion on criminal justice

Very old (1973–1975)
Realistic (creditworthiness)
Sex cannot be retrieved
Incorrect code table

Additional concerns

Interpretability and exploratory
analyses are invalid

EXISTING ALTERNATIVES

In this section, we discuss existing fairness resources from different perspectives. In section 5.1 we describe the different domains
spanned by fairness datasets. In section 5.2 we provide a categorization of fairness tasks supported by the same resources.

5.1

Domain

In Figure 2, we report a subdivision of the surveyed datasets in different macrodomains. We mostly follow the area-category taxonomy
by Scimago,4 departing from it where appropriate. For example, we
consider computer vision and linguistics macrodomains of their
own, for the purposes of algorithmic fairness, as much fair ML
work has been published in both disciplines. Below we present a
selection of macrodomains and subdomains, summarized in detail
in Table 3 (Appendix A)
Computer Science. Datasets from this macrodomain are very
well represented, comprising information systems, social media, library and information sciences, computer networks, and signal processing. Information systems heavily feature datasets on search engines for various items such as text, images, worker profiles, and real
estate, retrieved in response to queries issued by users (Occupations
4 See

German Credit

Old (1994)
Contrived (income > 50K$)
Outdated racial categories
Top-coding; tendency to underreport income
Sample representative- US working population
ness
Preprocessing needed
Handling missing values (7%)

and having different base rates for the target variable across sensitive groups. Their use in recent works on algorithmic fairness
can be interpreted as a signal that the authors have basic awareness of default data practices in the field and that the data was not
made up to fit the algorithm. Overarching claims of significance in
real-world scenarios stemming from experiments on these datasets
should be met with skepticism. Experiments that claim extracting a
sex variable from the German Credit dataset should be considered
noisy at best. As for alternatives, Bao et al. [6] suggest employing well-designed simulations. A complementary avenue is to seek
different datasets that are relevant for the problem at hand. We
hope that the two hundred data briefs accompanying this work will
prove useful in this regard, favouring both domain-oriented and
task-oriented searches, according to the classification discussed in
the next section.

5

COMPAS

the “subject area” and “subject category” drop down menus from https://www.
scimagojr.com/journalrank.php, accessed on March 15, 2022

Artificial sample (credit granted,
negative class oversampled)
None

in Google Images, Scientist+Painter, Zillow Searches, Barcelona
Room Rental, Burst, TaskRabbit, Online Freelance Marketplaces,
Bing US Queries, Symptoms in Queries). Other datasets represent
problems of item recommendation, covering products, businesses,
and movies (Amazon Recommendations, Amazon Reviews, Google
Local, MovieLens, FilmTrust). The remaining datasets in this subdomain represent knowledge bases (Freebase15k-237, Wikidata) and
automated screening systems (CVs from Singapore, Pymetrics Bias
Group). Datasets from social media that are not focused on links
and relationships between people are also considered part of computer science in this survey. These resources are often focused on
text, powering tools and analyses of hate speech and toxicity (Civil
Comments, Twitter Abusive Behavior, Twitter Offensive Language,
Twitter Hate Speech Detection, Twitter Online Harassment), dialect
(TwitterAAE), and political leaning (Twitter Presidential Politics).
Twitter is by far the most represented platform, while datasets
from Facebook (German Political Posts), Steeemit (Steemit), Instagram (Instagram Photos), Reddit (RtGender, Reddit Comments),
Fitocracy (RtGender), and YouTube (YouTube Dialect Accuracy)
are also present. Datasets from library and information sciences are
mainly focused on academic collaboration networks (Cora Papers,
CiteSeer Papers, PubMed Diabetes Papers, ArnetMiner Citation
Network, 4area, Academic Collaboration Networks), except for a
dataset about peer review of scholarly manuscripts (Paper-Reviewer
Matching).
Social Sciences. Datasets from social sciences are also plentiful,
spanning law, education, social networks, demography, social work,
political science, transportation, sociology and urban studies. Law
datasets are mostly focused on recidivism (Crowd Judgement, COMPAS, Recidivism of Felons on Probation, State Court Processing
Statistics, Los Angeles City Attorney’s Office Records) and crime
prediction (Strategic Subject List, Philadelphia Crime Incidents,
Stop, Question and Frisk, Real-Time Crime Forecasting Challenge,
Dallas Police Incidents, Communities and Crime), with a granularity
spanning the range from individuals to communities. In the area of
education we find datasets that encode application processes (Nursery, IIT-JEE), student performance (Student, Law School, UniGe,
ILEA, US Student Performance, Indian Student Performance, EdGap,
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Social Sciences
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55

Computer Vision

60

3
12

30

Natural Sciences
Arts and Humanities

16
Miscellaneous

26
Health

22

22
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Economics and Business
Figure 2: Datasets employed in fairness research span diverse domains. See Table 3 (Appendix A) for a detailed breakdown.
Berkeley Students), including attempts at automated grading (Automated Student Assessment Prize), and placement information after
school (Campus Recruitment). Some datasets on student performance support studies of differences across schools and educational
systems, for which they report useful features (Law School, ILEA,
EdGap), while the remaining datasets are more focused on differences in the individual condition and outcome for students, typically
within the same institution. Datasets about social networks mostly
concern online social networks (Facebook Ego-networks, Facebook
Large Network, Pokec Social Network, Rice Facebook Network,
Twitch Social Networks, University Facebook Networks), except
for High School Contact and Friendship Network, also featuring
offline relations. Demography datasets comprise census data from
different countries (Dutch Census, Indian Census, National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, Section 203 determinations, US Census Data
(1990)). Datasets from social work cover complex personal and social problems, including child maltreatment prevention (Allegheny
Child Welfare), emergency response (Harvey Rescue), and drug
abuse prevention (Homeless Youths’ Social Networks, DrugNet).
Resources from political science describe registered voters (North
Carolina Voters), electoral precincts (MGGG States), polling (2016
US Presidential Poll), and sortition (Climate Assembly UK). Transportation data summarizes trips and fares from taxis (NYC Taxi
Trips, Shanghai Taxi Trajectories), ride-hailing (Chicago Ridesharing, Ride-hailing App), and bike sharing services (Seoul Bike Sharing), along with public transport coverage (Equitable School Access
in Chicago). Sociology resources summarize online (Libimseti) and
offline dating (Columbia University Speed Dating). Finally, we assign SafeGraph Research Release to urban studies.

Computer Vision. This is an area of early success for artificial
intelligence, where fairness typically concerns learned representations and equality of performance across classes. The surveyed
articles feature several popular datasets on image classification (ImageNet, MNIST, Fashion MNIST, CIFAR), visual question answering (Visual Question Answering), segmentation and captioning
(MS-COCO, Open Images Dataset). We find over ten face analysis
datasets (Labeled Faces in the Wild, UTK Face, Adience, FairFace,
IJB-A, CelebA, Pilot Parliaments Benchmark, MS-Celeb-1M, Diversity in Faces, Multi-task Facial Landmark, Racial Faces in the
Wild, BUPT Faces), including one from experimental psychology
(FACES), for which fairness is most often intended as the robustness
of classifiers across different subpopulations, without much regard
for downstream benefits or harms to these populations. Synthetic
images are popular to study the relationship between fairness and
disentangled representations (dSprites, Cars3D, shapes3D). Similar
studies can be conducted on datasets with spurious correlations between subjects and backgrounds (Waterbirds, Benchmarking Attribution Methods) or gender and occupation (Athletes and health professionals). Finally, the Image Embedding Association Test dataset
is a fairness benchmark to study biases in image embeddings across
religion, gender, age, race, sexual orientation, disability, skin tone,
and weight. It is worth noting that this significant proportion of
computer vision datasets is not an artifact of including CVPR in the
list of candidate conferences, which contributed just five additional
datasets (Multi-task Facial Landmark, Office31, Racial Faces in the
Wild, BUPT Faces, Visual Question Answering).
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Health. This macrodomain, comprising medicine, psychology
and pharmacology displays a notable diversity of subdomains interested by fairness concerns. Specialties represented in the surveyed datasets are mostly medical, including public health (Antelope Valley Networks, Willingness-to-Pay for Vaccine, Kidney
Matching, Kidney Exchange Program), cardiology (Heart Disease,
Arrhythmia, Framingham), endocrinology (Diabetes 130-US Hospitals, Pima Indians Diabetes Dataset), health policy (Heritage Health,
MEPS-HC). Specialties such as radiology (National Lung Screening Trial, MIMIC-CXR-JPG, CheXpert) and dermatology (SIIMISIC Melanoma Classification, HAM10000) feature several image
datasets for their strong connections with medical imaging. Other
specialties include critical care medicine (MIMIC-III), neurology
(Epileptic Seizures), pediatrics (Infant Health and Development
Program), sleep medicine (Apnea), nephrology (Renal Failure), pharmacology (Warfarin) and psychology (Drug Consumption, FACES).
These datasets are often extracted from care data of multiple medical centers to study problems of automated diagnosis. Resources
derived from longitudinal studies, including Framingham and Infant Health and Development Program are also present. Works of
algorithmic fairness in this domain are typically concerned with
obtaining models with similar performance for patients across race
and sex.
Linguistics. In addition to the textual resources we already
described, such as the ones derived from social media, several
datasets employed in algorithmic fairness literature can be assigned
to the domain of linguistics and Natural Language Processing (NLP).
There are many examples of resources curated to be fairness benchmarks for different tasks, including machine translation (Bias in
Translation Templates), sentiment analysis (Equity Evaluation Corpus), coreference resolution (Winogender, Winobias, GAP Coreference), named entity recognition (In-Situ), language models (BOLD)
and word embeddings (WEAT). Other datasets have been considered for their size and importance for pretraining text representations (Wikipedia dumps, One billion word benchmark, BookCorpus, WebText) or their utility as NLP benchmarks (GLUE, Business
Entity Resolution). Speech recognition resources have also been
considered (TIMIT).
Economics and Business. This macrodomain comprises
datasets from economics, finance, marketing, and management information systems. Economics datasets mostly consist of census data
focused on wealth (Adult, US Family Income, Poverty in Colombia,
Costarica Household Survey) and other resources which summarize employment (ANPE), tariffs (US Harmonized Tariff Schedules),
insurance (Italian Car Insurance), and division of goods (Spliddit
Divide Goods). Finance resources feature data on microcredit and
peer-to-peer lending (Mobile Money Loans, Kiva, Prosper Loans
Network), mortgages (HMDA), loans (German Credit, Credit Elasticities), credit scoring (FICO) and default prediction (Credit Card
Default). Marketing datasets describe marketing campaigns (Bank
Marketing), customer data (Wholesale) and advertising bids (Yahoo!
A1 Search Marketing). Finally, datasets from management information systems summarize information about automated hiring (CVs
from Singapore, Pymetrics Bias Group) and employee retention
(IBM HR Analytics).
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5.2

Task and setting

In this section, we provide an overview of common tasks and settings studied on these datasets, showing their variety and diversity.
We use the word task to indicate ML problems, such as classification
or regression, and setting to denote a challenge that runs across
different tasks, such as the presence of noise corrupting labels for
sensitive attributes. Table 2 summarizes the tasks and settings, listing, for each, the three most used datasets. When describing tasks
and settings, we explicitly highlight datasets that are particularly
relevant, even when outside of the top three. For brevity, we present
a selection of tasks and settings; a thorough treatment is presented
in Fabris et al. [27]
5.2.1 Task.
Fair classification [11, 25] is the most common task by far. Group
fairness involves equalizing some measure of interest across subpopulations, while individual fairness focuses on ensuring similar
treatment for similar individuals.Unsurprisingly, the most common
datasets for fair classification are the most popular ones overall
(§ 4), i.e., Adult, COMPAS, and German Credit.
Fair regression [10] concentrates on models that predict a realvalued target, requiring the average loss to be balanced across
groups. Fair regression is a less popular task, often studied on the
Communities and Crime dataset, where the task is predicting the
rate of violent crimes in different communities.
Fair ranking [80] requires ordering candidate items based on
their relevance to a current need. Fairness concerns both the people
producing the items that are being ranked and those consuming the
items. It is typically studied in applications of recommendation and
search (MovieLens, Last.fm, Million Song Dataset, TREC Robust04).
Fair matching [48] focuses on highlighting and matching pairs
of items on both sides of a two-sided market, without emphasis
on the ranking component. Datasets for this task are from diverse
domains, including dating (Libimseti, Columbia University Speed
Dating), transportation (NYC Taxi Trips, Ride-hailing App), and
organ donation (Kidney Matching, Kidney Exchange Program).
Fair risk assessment [17] studies algorithms that score instances in a dataset according to a predefined type of risk. The
most popular dataset for this task is COMPAS, followed by datasets
from medicine (IHDP, Stanford Medicine Research Data Repository), social work (Allegheny Child Welfare), Economics (ANPE)
and Education (EdGap).
Fair representation learning [20] concerns the study of features learnt by models as intermediate representations for inference
tasks. Cars3D and dSprites are popular datasets for this task, consisting of synthetic images depicting controlled shape types under
a controlled set of rotations. Post-processing approaches are also
applicable to obtain fair representations from biased ones via debiasing.
Fair clustering [16] is an unsupervised task concerned with
the division of a sample into homogenous groups. Fairness may be
intended as an equitable representation of protected subpopulations
in each cluster, or in terms of average distance from the cluster
center. While Adult is the most common dataset, other resources
often used for this task include Bank Marketing, Diabetes 130-US
Hospitals, Credit Card Default and US Census Data (1990).
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Table 2: Most used datasets by algorithmic fairness task and setting.
Task
Fair classification
Fair regression
Fair ranking
Fair matching
Fair risk assessment
Fair representation learning
Fair clustering
Fair anomaly detection
Fair districting
Fair task assignment
Fair spatio-temporal process learning
Fair graph diffusion/augmentation
Fair resource allocation/subset selection
Fair data summarization
Fair data generation
Fair graph mining
Fair pricing
Fair advertising
Fair routing
Fair entity resolution
Fair sentiment analysis
Bias in word embeddings
Bias in language models
Fair machine translation
Fair speech recognition

Datasets
Adult; COMPAS; German Credit
Communities and Crime; Law School; Student
MovieLens; German Credit; Kiva
NYC Taxi Trips; Libimseti; Columbia University Speed Dating
COMPAS; Allegheny Child Welfare; Infant Health and Development Program (IHDP)
Adult; COMPAS; dSprites
Adult; Bank Marketing; Diabetes 130-US Hospitals
Adult; MNIST; Credit Card Default
MGGG States
Crowd Judgement; COMPAS
Real-Time Crime Forecasting Challenge; Dallas Police Incidents; Harvey Rescue
University Facebook Networks; Antelope Valley Networks; Rice Facebook Network
ML Fairness Gym; US Federal Judges; Climate Assembly UK
Adult; Student; Credit Card Default
CelebA; MovieLens; shapes3D
MovieLens; Freebase15k-237; PP-Pathways
Willingness-to-Pay for Vaccine; Credit Elasticities; Italian Car Insurance
Yahoo! A1 Search Marketing; North Carolina Voters; Instagram Photos
Shanghai Taxi Trajectories
Winogender; Winobias; Business Entity Resolution
Popular Baby Names; Equity Evaluation Corpus (EEC); TwitterAAE
Wikipedia dumps; Word Embedding Association Test (WEAT); Popular Baby Names
TwitterAAE; BOLD; GLUE
Bias in Translation Templates
YouTube Dialect Accuracy; TIMIT

Setting
Rich-subgroup fairness
Fairness under unawareness
Limited-label fairness
Robust fairness
Dynamical fairness
Preference-based fairness
Multi-stage fairness
Fair few-shot learning
Fair private learning
Fair federated learning
Fair incremental learning
Fair active learning
Fair selective classification

Datasets
Adult; COMPAS; Communities and Crime
Adult; COMPAS; HMDA
Adult; German Credit; COMPAS
COMPAS; Adult; MEPS-HC
FICO; ML Fairness Gym; COMPAS
Adult; COMPAS; Toy Dataset 1
Adult; Heritage Health; Twitter Offensive Language
Communities and Crime; Toy Dataset 1; Mobile Money Loans
UTK Face; CheXpert; FairFace
Vehicle; Sentiment140; Shakespeare
ImageNet; CIFAR
Adult; German Credit; Heart Disease
CheXpert; CelebA; Civil Comments

Fair anomaly detection [83], also called outlier detection
[22], is aimed at identifying surprising or anomalous points in a
dataset. Fairness requirements involve equalizing key measures
(e.g. acceptance rate, recall, distribution of anomaly scores) across
populations of interest. This problem is particularly relevant for
minority groups, who, in the absence of specific attention to dataset
inclusivity, are less likely to fit the norm in the feature space.
Fair task assignment and truth discovery [33, 54] are different subproblems in the same area, focused on the subdivision of
work and the aggregation of answers in crowdsourcing. Fairness

may be intended concerning errors in the aggregated answer, requiring error rates to be balanced across groups, or in terms of the work
load imposed to workers. A dataset suitable for this task is Crowd
Judgement, containing crowd-sourced recidivism predictions.
Fair graph diffusion [29] models and optimizes the propagation of information and influence over networks, and its probability
of reaching individuals of different sensitive groups. Applications include obesity prevention (Antelope Valley Networks) and drug-use
prevention (Homeless Youths’ Social Networks). Fair graph augmentation [69] is a similar task, defined on graphs which model
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access to resources based on existing infrastructure (e.g. transportation), which can be augmented under a budget to increase equity.
This task has been proposed to improve school access (Equitable
School Access in Chicago) and information availability in social
networks (Facebook100).
Fair resource allocation/subset selection [3, 38] can be formalized as a classification problem with constraints on the number
of positives. Fairness requirements are similar to those of classification. Subset selection may be employed to choose a group of
people from a wider set for a given task (US Federal Judges, Climate
Assembly UK). Resource allocation concerns the division of goods
(Spliddit Divide Goods) and resources (ML Fairness Gym, German
Credit).
Fair data summarization [12] refers to equity in data reduction. It may involve finding a small subset representative of a
larger dataset (strongly linked to subset selection) or selecting the
most important features (dimensionality reduction). Approaches
for this task have been applied to select a subset of images (Scientist+Painter) or customers (Bank Marketing) that represent the
underlying population across sensitive groups.
Fair graph mining [44] focuses on representations and prediction on graph structures. Fairness is defined as a lack of bias in
representations or with respect to a final inference task defined
on the graph. Fair graph mining approaches have been applied to
knowledge bases (Freebase15k-237, Wikidata), collaboration networks (CiteSeer Paper, Academic Collaboration Networks) and
social network datasets (Facebook Large Network, Twitch Social
Networks).
Fair pricing [43] concerns learning and deploying an optimal
pricing policy for revenue while maintaining equity of access to services and consumer welfare across groups [28]. Employed datasets
are from the economics (Credit Elasticities, Italian Car Insurance),
transportation (Chicago Ridesharing), and public health domains
(Willingness-to-Pay for Vaccine).
Fair advertising [13] is also concerned with access to goods and
services. It comprises both bidding strategies and auction mechanisms which may be modified to reduce discrimination with respect
to the gender or race composition of the audience that sees an ad.
One publicly available dataset for this subtask is Yahoo! A1 Search
Marketing.

5.2.2 Setting. Most settings are tested on fairness datasets which
are popular overall, i.e. Adult, COMPAS, and German Credit. We
highlight situations where this is not the case, potentially due to a
given challenge arising naturally in some other dataset.
Rich-subgroup fairness [46] is a setting where fairness properties are required to hold not only for a limited number of protected
groups, but across an exponentially large number of subpopulations.
This line of work represents an attempt to bridge the normative
reasoning underlying individual and group fairness.
Fairness under unawareness is a general expression to indicate problems where sensitive attributes are missing [15], encrypted
[47] or corrupted by noise [50]. This setting is most commonly studied on highly popular fairness dataset (Adult, COMPAS), moderately
popular ones (Law School and Credit Card Default), and a dataset
about home mortgage applications in the US (HMDA).
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Limited-label fairness comprises settings with limited information on the target variable, including situations where labelled
instances are few [41], noisy [78], or only available in aggregate
form [70].
Robust fairness problems arise under perturbations to the training set [37], adversarial attacks [62] and dataset shift [74]. This line
of research is often connected with work in robust machine learning, extending the stability requirements beyond accuracy-related
metrics to fairness-related ones.
Dynamical fairness [21, 56] entails repeated decisions in
changing environments, potentially affected by the very algorithm
that is being studied. Works in this space study the co-evolution of
algorithms and populations on which they act over time. Popular
resources for this setting are FICO and the ML Fairness GYM.
Preference-based fairness [81] denotes work informedby the
preferences of stakeholders. For data subjects this is related to
notions of envy-freeness and loss aversion [1]; for policy-makers it
permits an indication of how to trade-off different fairness measures
[84] or direct demonstrations of fair outcomes [30].
Multi-stage fairness [58] refers to settings where several decision makers coexist in a compound decision-making process.
Decision makers, both humans and algorithmic, may act with different levels of coordination. A fundamental question in this setting
is how to ensure fairness under composition of different decision
mechanisms.
Fair few-shot learning [86] aims at developing fair ML solutions in the presence of a small amount of data samples. The
problem is closely related to, and possibly solved by, fair transfer learning [18]. Datasets where this setting arises naturally are
Communities and Crime, where one may restrict the training set
to a subset of US states, and Mobile Money Loans, which consists
of data from different African countries.
Fair private learning [4, 40] studies the interplay between
privacy-preserving mechanisms and fairness constraints. Common
domains for datasets employed in this setting are face analysis
(UTK Face, FairFace, Diversity in Face) and medicine (CheXpert,
SIIM-ISIC Melanoma Classification, MIMIC-CXR-JPG).
Additional settings that are less common include fair federated
learning [53], where algorithms are trained across multiple decentralized devices, fair incremental learning [85], where novel
classes may be added to the learning problem over time, fair active
learning [63], allowing for the acquisition of novel information
during inference, and fair selective classification [42], where
predictions are issued only if model confidence is above a certain
threshold.

6

CONCLUSIONS

Algorithmic fairness is a young research area, undergoing a fast
expansion, with diverse contributions in terms of methodology and
applications. Progress in the field hinges on different resources, including, very prominently, datasets. In this work, we have surveyed
hundreds of datasets used in the fair ML and algorithmic equity
literature to help the research community reduce its documentation debt, identify gaps, and improve the utilization of existing
resources.
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We have rigorously identified the most popular datasets in the
literature, and carried out a thorough documentation effort for
Adult, COMPAS and German Credit. Our work unifies and adds to
recent literature on data studies, calling into question their current
status of general-purpose fairness benchmarks, due to contrived
prediction tasks, noisy data, severe coding mistakes, limitations in
encoding sensitive attributes, and age. In a practical demonstration
of documentation debt and its consequences, we find several works
of algorithmic fairness using German Credit with sex as a protected
attribute, while careful analysis of recent documentation shows
that this feature cannot be reliably retrieved from the data.
We have documented over two hundred datasets to provide
viable alternatives, annotating their domain and the tasks they
support in works of algorithmic fairness. We have shown that the
processes generating the data belong to many different domains,
including, for instance, criminal justice, education, search engines,
online marketplaces, emergency response, social media, medicine,
hiring, and finance. At the same time, we have described a variety of
tasks studied on these resources, ranging from generic, such as fair
regression, to narrow such as fair districting and fair truth discovery.
Overall, such diversity of domains and tasks provides a glimpse
into the variety of human activities and applications that can be
impacted by automated decision making, and that can benefit from
fair ML and algorithmic equity research.
Dataset tasks, domains, and the whole metadata are made available in our data briefs (Appendix A), which we plan to update on
a yearly basis.5 We envision several benefits for the algorithmic
equity and data studies research communities, including (1) informing the choice of datasets for experimental evaluations of fair
algorithms, including domain-oriented and task-oriented search, (2)
directing studies of data bias, and other quantitative and qualitative
analyses, including retrospective documentation efforts, towards
popular (or otherwise important) resources, (3) identifying areas
and sub-problems that are understudied in the algorithmic fairness literature, and (4) supporting multi-dataset studies, focused on
resources united by a common characteristic, such as encoding a
given sensitive attribute [72], concerning computer vision [26], or
being popular in the fairness literature [52].
In this work, we have targeted the collective documentation
debt of the algorithmic fairness community, resulting from the
opacity surrounding certain resources and the sparsity of existing
documentation. We have mainly targeted sparsity in a centralized
documentation effort. Similarly to other types of data interventions,
useful documentation can be produced after release, but, as shown
in this work, the documentation debt may propagate nonetheless.
In a mature research community, curators, users and reviewers can
all contribute to cultivating a data documentation culture and keep
the overall documentation debt in check.
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